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Father of H -Bomb
To Speak at Banquet
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1.da.ird ’reller, associate director o: Ili(’ Lawrence Radiation
Laborateiy in Livermore. will be
the principal speaker following tomorrow night’s banquet in observ1 National
ance 0
Engineering Week.
The banquet is scheduled to
start at 7 p.m. in Exhibition Hall
at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds. The speech will be at 9
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ov. Brown Attacks
Rafferty Textbook Bill

Bracking, are of pmclucts still in
the testing stage. The showing is:
open to the public, with no admission charge.

Thelocal observanceN
Engineering Week, held each sear
the same week as the birthday ot
George Washington, an engineer in
his own right, is handled by the
Santa Clara Valley Engineers
Council and Lockheed management
service.
PROJECT PLOWSHARE
Dinner chairman is William E.
Dr. Teller will speak on "Project
Plowshare," the Atomic Energy Chamberlin of General Electric
rommissien’s plan to use atomic and co-chairman is Howard Kindsvater 01 Loektieett management
tsiergy tor waceful purposes.
Engineering students wishing to semit’e
attend Dr. Teller’s speech can buy
ticket, for 50 cents, at the secret ice in the Engineering
t,*
Soph
Ottiee. tram Donald G. Newnan,
assistant professor of general engineering, and at the door. Tickets C
for the speech do not include the j I
banquet meal itself, which would
cost an additional $4.25.
Dean Norman Gunderson. of the
Engineering Division at San Jose
State, will sit at the head table
To fill the vacant positions of
with other Bay Area engineering junior and sophomore Student
ea e
Council representatives, fifteen
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DR. EDWARD TELLER, professor-at -large for The University of
California and associate director at the Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory in Livermore, will speak tomorrow night on the
peaceful applications of atomic enetqy at 9 p.m. in Exhibition
Hall, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.

Gov. Edmund G. Brown said to- Lao "would be very costly."
Dr. Rafferty called the Winton’
commit "a very serious error" if bill ’the most important educait passed a school textbook bill tional measure before the Legisfavored by Dr. Max Rafferty. state lature this year."
stiurpnerintendent of public instruc"There is nothing more vital to
the education of California
. Dr. Rafferty supports legislation dren than getting better book,
introduced last week by Assembly - he stated.
man Gordon Winten, D-Mereed,
"I don’t give a hang how
le, allow the state to offer several it tosts," Rafferty said. "I
lima, texts for each subject in the care less."
( It fl,. iitary grades Current law
Senator Hugh Donnell,
ii,eiii,- the state to supply Oftitt
the Sc-note Educate.,
’ays costs are impooti
.N.
Ot
oppit,
...,
/Veil-U.1. said the ’II,

books at a .,,wer price through
printing in the state printing plant,
we should do it," Donnelly emphasized.
Gov. Brown said. The mere sale
of these additional books would

Elections To Decide
College Union Fate

The campaign for a new College, John T. Wahlquist’s administ.
Union building is swelling toward tion.
The 1950’s saw a resurgence :
a climax after a struggle that dates
interest in a College Union. Si.,
back 35 years.
GOVERNOR BROWN
ENI:1NEERING WEEK
i dents, faculty and administration
. .. on textbooks
After many years of intensive recognized the need for a strucEXHIBITS
planning by representatives of the ture many times the size of the
The doors will open on this Committee.
campus community, a student body present pseudo - College - Union increase textbook costs treAlthough the committee selected
year’s National Engineering Week
mendously."
iIeetion tentatively set for early
iding on Ninth Street. 0,
is
exhibits in Exhibition Hall at noon a junior representative, final seWinton and some educators bevia:il brings the College Union , much larger (km bo
o.te
today and remain open until 10 lection of a sophomore represen rilieve a choice iif books is neces...iser
the
to
at
Approval
reality.
tive has been extended until nes.
I in the ’20’s
tonight.
sary because different districts
polls would be the go-ahead to
Tomorrow morning the exhibit week. Interested persons should
must educate children from varyto
retatrt
on
allocations
scheduled
activicommit
out
of
fresh
construct
campus
for
bills.
Five
hub
a
will reopen until noon, when it will pick up applications at the College
ing backgrounds and with different
for the College Un- ties - a $4 million structure taiby
and
finances
today
dissected
be
will
tees,
close to allow the caterers time Union,
meets at ion, ASB information officer and bred to the ever-growing needs
Interviews Monday for the posl. Student Council when it
to prepare for the evening’s dinner.
student government retreat.
SJS.
Twenty-seven firms have re- tion of junior representative were :3:30 p.m. in the cafeteria, rooms
The need for a College Union
served 32 spaces in the hall for Dwane Carlstmm, Robert Cook, A and B.
Presented at last week’s reintii.,
w it h ample space for student 1.0,1s
display of recent engineering de- Reed Hansen, William Holley .Ir.
faculty extra-curricular w i,
veloptnents. According to Thomas Karen Metheny, Joan Timpanx, :meeting for first readings the
Information on Type III I!
hills to be discussed and debated
ties is not new at San Jose SI, ’,
,,I Type III Sabin t tr:i
Bracking, chairman of displays and John Tudor and Phil Whitten.
,. ,,- : .
ASB
procedures,
.:
judiciary
I aecorditii.’ to Dr. Richard B. Lee
exhibits for the Santa Clara Val:
Sophomore representative appli- ’’int’ern
ii, be hail by callinii :. is -..,
Awards’
code,
election
: bead
I hvision of Audio-Visuai t11,- North County area and :sisley Engineers Council, the exhibits cants were Robert Bocith, mad,- publications,
The
LAELLSt 1 i 3.14 . 1. I’ I ,
A
qi
Hies
Student
earn- 4137, m the south County area, ac -,253
.
,
....
have
designed to present leme Ehrlich, Bruce Ili -ski -It. :
-mile San Jose ti. Bakersfield
/
pinti b,r stet facilities when he cording to Dr. Deane T. Adams of hike
interest for every- Ralph Lacy III, Miriam Ni’-’ Iii. . Board.
claimed by two youths last
In ot her business:
was an undergraduate at SJS.
ria
lion-eneitieer as well as
Joan Shet t ler and D.oid
’ the Santa Clara County Medical I week was refuted tealay by truck
, ASH Pies. Bill Hauck is sched"I eas a member of the Student e,giety.
Winkler.
!driver John /foil:ital.
Rods Executive Board in 1928-29,"
the exhibits, reports
The Recommendalicin Commit- uled to report on the College Union
Type’ III Sabin drops Will Ice Of- I "I picked up those two boys in
i )1. 1.)oki, recalls, "anti we were. feted ien Sunday. March lo, in the Tulare and brought them to Bak tee, eomposed of canatiiinten Pat election cam pa ign and t he week’I found my III,’ ..iJ,e of art ,ressing or something more than’
Drak Pain Custin end meeting of the California
Ge
B tl
.
irft an -ina pia.se
Steve Larson and Bob Pisano, has State College Student Presidents* when tramping thiough France at the quarters we had then." He de- Polio Campaign.
for Pacific Intermountain Express.
ColState
War. Everywhere I scribes the quarters as "a temthe
Beach
the
end
of
at
Long
Assn.
Pres.Bill
ASB
to
recommended
William John Itiayden, 19, and
Thousands of volunteers in Santa
saw these (indicating his paint- porary cottage about the size o
Hauck its junior representative lege.
Clara County will answer questions James Edward Mart insen, 18, both
apto
little
expected
looking
like
is
children,
ings)
also
Hauck
,
bebuilding
harraeks
smallest
the
new
the
present
will
choice. Hauck
an the controversial Type III vae- of San Jose, told authorities they
Campus organizations that have representative’s name at today’s point a new junior class represent- rats and act in.’ liki it." explained hind Tower Hall."
eine anti Type III polio between had hiked the distimii. in 3112
S
F - i: ’ : W It Keane,
scheduled activities for May 10, Student Council meeting at 3:30 ative with council’s confirmation,
ccc,rctmng In
.
c ut. so tap en t’ctuld appear ill
10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monilay through
the closed date for the Spring For- in the cafeteria, rooms A and B,
ASH Treasurer Jim Sperling is with his wife. Margaret, nodding building housed student body of- Friday.
Municipal Court Friday to answer
approval in a seat beside him.
mal. should contact Student Ac- for council’s confirmation,
fices, La Torre, the student body
Dr. Adams urges that children to a charge of driving without a
Speaking before a jammed Con- newspaper and a soda fountain.
tivities Office, Adm242, as soon as
those living with children, preg- driver’s license.
cert Hall yesterday, Keane aspassible for rescheduling of the
Holland reported he was "posiThe College Union campaign of nant women, and those intending
Set
sured the audience that his words
events, according to Rosemarie Friday Deadline
1928-29 collapsed, and little was , to travel overseas, take the vac- t lc e" they %sere the youths he gave
couldn’t possibly explain his paintWelt), student activities board sec- For Frosh Petitions
a ride late Thuisday nighL
done to renew it until President I eine,
ings. "Everyone sees a different
roma
Freshman petitions are dile in
thing when they look at our paintThe danee, originally set for the College Union Friday. Fresh’,lay IS, was rescheduled following man candidates for president, vice
ings," said Keane, also referring No Repeat Performance
reccenmendation from the Stu- president, secretary, and treasurer
Le.1 d:ty SJS stu- to his wife’s paintings.
,
T,..,
"Margaret is trying to newe
dent Affairs Committee.
eiply t. a [’pace Corps
need 50 signatures on their peti- dent.
Her pie Organi, Ilion secretaries also tions.
,a’ need Donald R. ahead from deep inside.
Semi,
,11111111I their groups’ office
to the dean of stu- tut-es are of life seen through
There will be an orientation
a dreamy.
, tills, if they have not meeting for candidates Ft iday at dent
Peace Corps liaison of- young womanhood done
creamy, sad but optimistic mes%Veil.) said.
4 p.m. in the College Union.
fiver toi the SJS campus.
Thursday a Peace Corps place- sage is portrayed in them," Keane
ment toot will begin at 8:30 a.m. stated.
"The similarities in each of our
in T11-19. That will be the only
of the single
lime the test will be given on paintings is because
message we try to paint. Differyear.
academic
this
miles out of Santa Clara on El able hunt inc co lhax war, e..
during
ROMAN TOPOLSKI
campus
BULGARIAN LEADER MEETS WITH KIIRUSHCHEV
e test ences? The eyes I paint are round,
Camino Real they met one of the tirely out
MOSCOW (UPI)Bulgarian Communist party boss Todor Zhiv- Students wishing to take
St.,
Is
I
10th
Nook,"
164
"Shady
!DJ it’
kov arrived in Moscow last night, apparently for talks with Soviet must sign up in Ryan’s office, Margaret’s eyes are more oval- groups from San Francisco travelit’s the message that’s different," more than a hoarding house for I ing south. "He was quivering and
o 111O1They W1.1.,:
Premier Nikita Khrushchev,
Adm269, by tomorrow.
Dale Kesey and Bruce Foster. Last shaking," Kesey reported. "and ute rest oecassionally and would
To qualify for the exam, a pros- said Keane.
The Bulgarian leader’s visit was not announced in advance. Radio
"My work features children week it was their haven from feeling his legs, presumably to be -stiewn on the benehes like
Mescow. which reported his arrival, gave no reason for the trip.
pective applicant should bring a
It was not known whether Zhivkov’s trip may signal some new completed Peace Corps Volunteer whose eyes are larger than life. strife after they got involved in make sure they were still there." we’d been blown them by the
wind," Kesey said. "We’d take off
move in the Sino-Soviet dispute, or whether he had poesibly been questionnaire to the test site if he Children are not only our hope but the current walking craze insti"When he found out we wereThe message I’m
our shoes and rest, then when we
eall,ed to Moscow to explain the much -publicized incidents in Bulgaria has not previously submitted one. our prosecutors.
Francisco
San
hike
to
the
making
reKennedy’s
President
gated
by
started again we would start with
Questionnaires are available trying to put forward from them
Which have led large numbers of African students to leave the
to
go
back.
He
shoutus
warned
he
We are your mark about physical fitness.
short steps until our legs unstifcountry.
from Ryan, so students wishing to is something like:
ed ’Don’t do it, go back! That ,
tomonawc;
The two SJS students claim to
fened and then take longer
take the test or secure further yesterday; you are our
to
be
impeached!"1
ought
Kennedy
UNEMPLOYMENT WORRIES MEANY, %VIRTZ
strides."
information should contact him in what will you do today? I want my be one of the first from the colMIAMI BEAult (UPI( -Labor Secretary Moller(’ Wirtz spent
paintings to clobber you in the lege to complete the full 50-mile
"We also passed this group of 4
"People passing its on the way
Dean of Students office.
ftlere than an hour yesterday discussing unemployment, with the the
heart and make you yell ’do some- hike to San Francisco, and then or 5 going south on roller skates would yell out ’Tired of walking?"
AFL -C10 Executive
thing!’"
That looked tough. They deserved but most of them would wish us
Council.
some,
T Sponsor
Labor Federation Presidentafterward h
rood luck. We found that whistling
Wearing old clothes and tennis I recognition," he eantinued,
felt that Wirtz
"is in agreement with us that this is the No. 1 prob- Folk Singer Tonight
a marching tune helped. it kept as
shoes as hiking aids, the two left.
HARD MILES
lem the country faces.
in step and kept our mind orcity library at 1:30 p.m. Saturday
folk singer who
a
Ganes,
Don
"The basic problem is that the
"As we neared San Francisco we , ,.,, ed .
economy is not moving fast has performed at SJS and also on
and completed the trip in 1911
t’SrPigh to lake
her
peot>le
up the slack," Meany said.
just
stat-ti
e paw went all the was up El
hours. The tennis shoes turned out
television, will be featured at toto be a mistake, according to out: high school students would go Camino to Mission St. and down
night’s Co-Rec, according to CharSOVIET TROOPS MAY LEAVE CUBA
by
with
lunch
sacks.
wearing
Bern WASHINGTON
’Mission to Market then to Mason
The Social Affairs Committee Kesev because their arches and
UPI) --The Soviet Union has informed the lene Marron, Co-Rec committee
rmunii ttecla States that it plans to pull out "several thousand" of its chairman.
will hold a meeting today in CH136 shin area began to ache as they muda shorts and laughing and and to California St.
running.
Any
one
who
started
out
"We ran the last 200 yards,"
Music will be provided by the at 3:30 to plan the dance which progressed on the trip.
rY forces in Cuba by March 15, diplomatic sources said yesrunning,"
emphasized
Kesey, said Kesey.
terday,
Crestwonds.
will follow Saturday night’s San
STILL
THERE?
LEGS
"would
soon
he in trouble."
"The hike may sound as a silly
Tonight’s theme is "Welcome Jose StateSanta Clara basketThe Promise to remove the troops was not a personal message
from Khriishchev
Neither of the two boas had ,stupid stunt." e remarked "but
The hike began as a private bet
ball game.
but a Foreign Office communication sent through Spartans, New and Old."
regular diplomatic
Activities are open to students
The dance will be held in the and ended as a challenge of stam- been out for any sports but Kesey Was a satisfying act and worth it."
channels.
No repeat pertormance is con41 faculty and will begin at 730 San Jose Civic Auditorium from ina, Kesey said. As the trip start- worked in the woods doing some
,
e promise was seen here as a useful
laltVfl’in"Whic.h would
ed and they were no more than 6 logging and Engler did consider- templated.
p.m, in the Women’s Gym.
10 p.m. to 1 am,
help lower Nome of the tension
fhP Caribbean.

eztlyers=.=z; Council To Study Bills
During Today’s Meeting

eane s Kids ,

K.O. Campaign
Polio Information
Now Available

Youths Fake Hike
Says Truck Driver

Prosecutors

May 10 ’Closed
To Club Events

Deadline To Apply
For Peace Corps
Today, Says Ryan

Grueling 50-Miler by SJS Pair
B
ems as Bet, Ends as Challenge

world wire

kL _DEFECTIVE

Dance To Follow
Santa Clara Tilt
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On to Disneyland!
California 1 oung Republican- trrated the rest of the nation to a sorrotiful political speeta. le user the weekend when
the organization allowed its leader-hip to fall into the hands
of extreme rightswing elements. led its candidates endorsed by
the John Birch Society.
Robert Gaston, 32. a lawyer from La Canada, was chosen
president of the group at its Fresno meeting.
In other action at the convention.. Ron Birchard, current
g Republicans, was chosen sergeantpresident of the SIS Y
at-anin. for the state’s luting GOPs. The essential job of the
sergeant-atarms is to keep order and control, although there
was a time last Nov. 28 when it appeared Birchard was unable
to ’control es en his own YRS at SJS.
Of course. we congratulate Birchard for winning the position. by acclamation. at the convention. Howeteg, we question
his expression of being "very happy" that the ma.110-conaerva.ention.
tives swept into power at the YR c
Birchard and other members of the Young Republicans,
for that matter, should
or any other political organiza
, especially
realize that extremes at either end of the speet
in politics. are dangerous.
The extremist John Birch Society. we strongly feel, represents. potentially. as great a threat to America as the extreme
leftist organizations the Birchers supposedly are attempting
the contemporary scene.
to purge f
The whole idea of the John Birch anti other similar
organizations smacks of something painfully akin to Maine paranoia. witch hunts and bogey men. Like communist movements,
it would smoother any original expression that deviated from
the party or "society"’ line.
The fact apparently was recognized by a number of pertains in the California Young Republicans College Federation
who walked out of the convention When the election of Gaston
and other ultra -conservatives was announced. Not one federation from member Santa Clara County joined the walkout.
This weekend the California Republican Assembly will
hold its convention and the ultra-conservatives are again expected to make a bid for power. It will be interesting to see
what occurs when they descend upon the convention site, the
B. P.
fairy tale, unreal world of Disneyland.

Higher Prices Probable
For U.S. Bases in Spain
Ey PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign Newts Analyst
Despite official Spanish assurances that no great problems
should arise, it’s a fairly safe het
that Spain will place a high asking price on continued United
States use of Spanish bases.
These bases were acquired by
an agreement signed Sept. 26.
1953, for a period of 10 years in
return for U. S. military and
economic assistance. The renewal date comes up this year
and preliminary talks on terms
already have been held.
The bases involved include
three for the Strategic Air Command from which nuclear attack
against the Soviet Union could
be launched, and an important
supply base at Rota, near Cadiz,
for the Mediterranean 6th Fleet.
Although the growing family
of U. S. intercontinental ballistic missiles tends to downgrade
the importance of the Spanish
air bases, the naval base at Rota
is taking on increasing significance in U. S. defense plans.
EMPHASIS ON POLARIS
As the United States phases
out its Jupiter and Thor missile
bases in Turkey, Italy and
Great Britain, its offshore defenses against the Soviet Union
will depend more and more upon

Zove4
&Velma/
distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

SPANISH PRICE HIGH
Early speculation has been
that Spain will ask:
Increased economic aid.
More modern weapons, including those with nuclear capabilities.
Greater U. S. support for Generalissimo Francisco Franco’s
hopes to integrate more fully
with Europe, including associate
membership in Europe’s Common Market.
Perhaps a whopping rental
bill for the use of the bases.
No such rent is paid now, although in the last year U. S.
military and economic aid
amounted to about $100 million.
Since the agreements were made
in 1953, the United States has
supplied $1.6 billion in such
funds.
Spain’s comeback in the family of Western nations, after
existing for years under the
cloud of her past association
with Hitler Germany and Mussolini Italy, dates from her bases
agreement with the United
States.

Ancient City

91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
307 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

the more efficient and mobile
Polaris missile carried by the
41 Polaris submarines expected
to be at sea by 1967.
With access both to Atlantic
and Mediterranean sea routes,
an expanded base at Rota occupies an important part in these
plans.
Neither Madrid nor Washington has divulged the Spanish
asking price, but a suspicion that
all was not going smoothly arose
when U. S. Deputy Defense Secretary Roswell Gdpatric abruptly canceled plans to arrive in
Madrid on Feb. 15 to begin onthe-spot discussions.

ewe rri

Our language can be seen as
an ancient city: a maze of little
streets and squares, of old and
new houses, and of houses with
additions from various periods;
and this surrounded by a multitude of new boroughs with
straight regular streets and
uniform houses. (Ludwig Wittgenstein.)

Thrust and Parry
’Commercial’ Keanes
Are ’Putting Us On’
Editor:
The Keane; are not "shucking" all of us. only some of us.
Thank you, Francie Balcomb, for
perceiving the qualities of the
commercial artist who seems intent to "put us on."
It is a shame that real artistic
talent must go unrecognized,
while cats like Keane capitalize
on sentimental gimmicks. Walter can’t really be blamed for being the back-slapping businessman that he is. He is merely
taking advantage of the middle
class values in art.
Obviously (to some of usi, the
middle class’ sense of aesthetics
could use some help. These people must become aware that art
Is supposed to be creative and
aesthetic. How cleative is it,
then, to repeat the same theme
over and over, such as Mr.
Keane has? Believe me. big eyes
and sentimentalism do not represent art!
Why are the Keanes presently enjoying such tremendous success? Is it because Kim Novak,
Jack Pear, and Natalie Wood
dig their work? Maybe it’s because practically everyone in
Hollywood owns a Keane painting.
I cannot answer such different
questions, but I would like to
appeal to you as a man, Walter.
All I ask is that you please don’t
"shuck" the public into thinking
that you and Margaret are the
20th century saviors of our
culture.
W. J. GULYAS
ASB 20

Make Abortions
More Difficult?
Editor:
In Friday’s Spartan Daily
there was a letter from Miss
Susan Brewster, et al, concerning the abortion laws of this
state and the difficulty of obtaining a legal abortion in this
state and others.
It is surprising that while we
accept the concept that man, as
a rational animal, is responsible
for his actions, we employ this
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One Aay cepeice

concept only when it is practical. When a human being performs an action he is responsible
for the consequence. If the action leads to pregnancy then the
consequence should be accepted.
I do not say that this is an
easy or strictly pragmatic thing
to do, but I say that this consequence should be accepted and
not evaded.
Miss Brewster, et at, refer to
the need for humane abortion
laws but they do not state for
whom the law is to be humane.
Regardless whether one considers the embrye to be a child, an
acorn or what have you, it is
still a LIVING thing. No one
Is given the right to destroy it
etWo.01:

for practical purposes. A woman
must accept the idea that if
she
becomes pregnant, she
carries
life within her and has not
the
right to destroy that life
willfully for any reason.
I propose that, rather than
provide humane abortion laws,
which will make it easier tor a
woman to evade the consequences of her actions, we make
it more and more difficult for
people to obtain abortions from
rings such as the two coeds were
involved in and educate people
to the realization that a pregnant
woman carries LIFE and is responsible for that life as well as
her own.
Elizabeth Peyer

’ S’.,,,,,,osiVe-1481469430,01.69731;e6)5eVe11:4449,0;
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STORE -WIDE
CLEARANCE
Beautiful sweaters and
skirts now reduced to $6.88.
Suits and dresses at big
reductions. Now is the time
to shop amid save!

Perry’s
206 So

First St

Banharnericard

:-

118-3155

1st National Charge

Open Washington’s Birthday

51 8 So. 1 0th Sf. at Williams

Phone 292-5502

Headquarters For Bennett’s
Photo Service
I service on black and white
3 service on color
Films and photo supplies

ii191

LATIN
TROPICAL
TWIST

LIVE AT

iitapia:41
728 North 13th St.

CT 5-9872

DANCING FRIDAY
& SATURDAY NITES

SPECIAL SUNDAY
JAM SESSIONS
Easter Vacation in

HAWAII
per person

$214.95

April 5th to April 14th

YOUR COOPERATION IS
CERTAINLY APPRECIATED

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"

"WORK
OF
ART"
Sweater. & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

PRICE INCLUDES:
I. Round trip Deluxe DC7 flight to HONOLULU.
2, Royal Hawaiian Lei Grestieg.
3. Transfers from Airport te Hotel end return at Waikik.,
4. Twin accommodations at the "New Sea Shore Hotel.’
S. OAHU 110 mills tour via air-conditioned Pan Cruiser.
6. /leverages and complimentary hot meals in flight.
7. Kodak Polynesian dance show, Including transfers.
S. SS0,000 flight insurance to al p000ngors.
e. Air-conditioned rooms and apartments.
to. Gala Aloha Get Together Party.
31;910 vie scheduled carrier operating under the C.A.B. Authorh

RESERVE NOW

BOOKS OPEN
CALL

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Jack Singer -- Campus Tour Leaders
295-4591
Hugh Bickle

Art Cleaners

653 So. I I th Street., San Jose, California

M I. Sonia Clare

293 1010

5RJNALDEF ECTIVE

DAY CY 5-4025

OR

Night AN 9-3006

RIGORS OF RIGOLETTO
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By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor

Special Student Rules

Derby Day Approaches

3 mos.

is,:

sake
for
frem
ivere
Ople
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Sigma Clus. get out your old derbies and prepare. for Derby
Day is just around the corner.
On March 23, Sigma (’hi fraternity will spurisor an event in
which teruns from sororities and women’s independent living centers will square off in 10 events to see which group can total the
most points. Three large trophies will be awarded to the groups
with the highest accumulation of points.
To further explain the new eVent which is previewing on this
campus for the first time. the Sigma (’his will distribute a 32 -page
program of the event to all living groups. Also the Frank Darien
TV Show on March 20 will feature a pre-showing of Derby Day.
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011’N
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BENNER MUSIC

CT 7-7417

1 884 W. Son Conies

WHY WAIT ! !
ALL SALES ARE GUARANTEED
’TIL GEORGE’S BIRTHDAY
Feb. 22nd THAT IS

AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"
Your Campus Representative

JERRY ASHTON

GREAT BOOKS
OF THE WESTERN WORLD
St 1-

,nnteining complete and unabridged works of the Greatest
;4lne Western Civilizetion-3.000 years of thought and wtsdorn
reng.ng in time from Homer to Freud
amazing
and including the
SYNTOPICON, the mister-key to the Great Books and the first and only
"IdeaInder.

TEr,

Cell Jerry today to see how this collection, considered to be the "greatest
educational buy of the century- by Time magazine, can be placed on your
bookshelf at frection of ifs retail selling price. Telephone 292-1748 for a
Presentation of the GREAT IDEAS PROGRAM as developed by D. Mortimer Adler and Robert Maynard Hutchins at the University of Chicago
No obligation on your part.
(PAH

positinns noon to student, Cell 297 1148 for Jeri,
""’it the SJS Placement Service for details.)

6els#00 814Tr
Raeldo

Y 7
TOW N E 306(
14)3 The !Owned(’
"WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS’
Peter Sellers
"An Alienator Named Daisy"
Dors end Donald Sindnr

aLiaTien
400 South First St.

-PHAEDRA"
MeIia Mercouri
-TOO MANY CROOKS Terry Thomas

SARATOGA ‘11:i.,
14102 Pig Basin Way
k44.44.11.. M441,114nni
hod
"e’d
Critics Film Festiva
"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE’

DRIVE-IN
"CASTAWAYS"
’FANCY PANTS"
"Samson and
Thn Seven Miracles.’

TROPICAIRE
TwinVue DriveIn
BOTH SCREENS:
Wall Disney’s
-SON OF FLUSIER"
Fr.,1 PIII4,EAurr4or
4,1
"GIRLS. GIRLS, GIRLS"
d4rring Elvis
111111111611.8181111111111.11110MMININNIR
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u up_i

396 South First

Toe a study break
Go to a movie
tonight!

G,Ant

Sitiry 01 Modorn Havenii
"DIAMOND HEADIIARI TON I IESTOP4
and
YVF1Tf MIMIEUX

REHEARSALPerformers from
Goldovsky Grand Opera Theater go through a scene from
Verdi’s op or a, Rigoletto,"
which will be presented on campus Feb. 28. The opera, which
was first performed in 1851,
will be presented in English in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. The
event is under the sponsorship
of the Spartan Programs Corn mittee.

, ,,
Verdi s Rigoletto’
Set Next Thursday

inemorable opera masterwork, "Rigoletto," will be presented on campus in Morris
Dailey auditorium as part of the
Spartan Programs Committee.
The story of "Rigoletto," a
’rippled court jester, will be
produced by the Goldovsky
Grand Opera Theater on February’ 28, free for students and faculty.
One of the many great operas
liith Giuseppe Verdi wrote,
"Rigoletto" remains one of the
most popular since its premiere
in Venice in 1851. It marked the
turning point in Verdi’s career, a
new creative period that are
now among the most extensively
performed and best loved Italian
"I ’eras.
"Rigoletto" will he performed
on campus in English. All performers, costumes, and singers
a ill be members of the Goldoy-ky Grand Opera Theater front
New York City.
"Time" magazine suggests
that there was "never anything
like this anywhere . . . a fresh
vu ung company trained within
an inch of its last high C . . .
mule listeners forget that opera
r’, as stippomN1 to be difficult."
-

Netherlands Offer
Music Conductor’s
Summer Course
The land of tulips and sea
dikes is inviting musicians to
take part in their version of a
summer school for Conductors.
The course will
held in Hilversum, Netherlands. June 12 to
Joly 18. Entrance examinations
’sill lie June 10, application deadline is March 13.
Enrollment is limited to 10
working students not over 35 years -old, five guest students.
and some auditors who may attend hut not participate in the
lessons.
Further information is available at the Netherlands Information Service, International
Building, San Francisco.

Driving Lessons
Begin March I I

ENGAGEMENTS
Betty Cooper, senior education major at the University of California at Berkeley. from Burlingame. to Frank Peacock, senior insurance major from Hilisborough. August will be their wedding
month.
Patricia Mallard, junior life science major from Woodland
Hills, to Ronald Marland, junior business administration major
from Tarzana. The wedding date has been set for April 10,
Kathleen Ritland, Alpha Phi, &TS graduate in elementary education from Brentwood, to Dennis Montoya. Sigma Chi, senior
social science major from Los Angeles. Wedding plans are set for
this summer.
PINNINGS
Carmen Geese, Delta Delta I aIta, junior psychology map,
from Santa Ana, to Gary Partin, Delta Sigma Phi, junior business
and industrial management major from Placemille.
Elaine Judah, Alpha Chi Omega, junior elementriry ediieation
major from Berkeley, to Mike Collins, Theta Chi. junior pre-med
major from Berkeley.
Karen Toole, sophomore elementary education major from San
Jose, to Ken Winkler, Sigma Phi Epsilon, SJS journalism gradeate.
Kathy Mace, C3ii Omega sophomore social science major from
Hollywood, to Al Corlett, Sigma Nu, senior ousiness major from
San Jose,
Diane Bode, Alpha Phi, junior elementary education major
front Antioch, to Mike McNeill, Psi Upsilon, senior business education major from Piedmont.
Colleen Sullivan, Alpha Phi, junior homemaking major from
North Hollywood, to Warren Allan, Alpha Tau Omega, senior business major from San Jose.
Vicki Andrews, Alpha Phi, senior kindergarten-primary education and speech therapy major from Atherton, to Bill Mitchell,
senior at the United States Air Force Academy in Colorado. from
Piedmont.
Diane Woodard, Gamma Phi Beta. junior business education
major from San Jose, to Lee Howell, Sigma Chi, senior history
major from Campbell.
Jeni Farrell, from Manhattan Beach, to Dick Dombrow, Sigma
Chi, freshman industrial relations major from West Los Angeles.
Joy Dennis, Phi Mu, junior social science major from Maxwell.
to Chet Shiff let, Delta Sig-ma Phi, sophomore pre-law major ;it the
University of California at Berkeley.
THETA cm DREAM GIRL ...
.,.who will it beT If you’re interested in seeing the remaining
nine semi-finalists come tonight to the Theta Chi fraternity house.
123 So. llth St, at 7. The brothers will model men’s clothing and
the dream friT1 contestants will model women’s fashions. Everyone
is invited. Tickets will be sold at the door for 50 cents with student
body card.
PRI MU INITIATION
Saturday six members of Phi Mn sorority will be Inoi.itrai
The women are Sue Day, Sue Di:Martin ( ’annerl Kidd, (111.1,
eon Carolyn Shendel, Judy
Mirk.
SLAVE DAY’
The Delta Gamma pledges u ill
turn into slaves Saturday 1..
raise money for their deplebal
treasury. They will do ironing
and wa.sh cars for fraternities
Jose Greco, famous for his
and boarding houses at a nomSpanish dancing, will bring his
inal fee.
company of (lancets, singers and
musicians to San Jose Feleuary
marry ROSE mercers%
28.
Jill Salisbury of Delta Gamma
Making only one appearance
has been chosen Sigma Nit’s
at the Civic Auditorium, the proWhite Rase Princess at their
gram will offer a number of new
fall pledge dance at Crystal
dances and production numbers.
Springs Country Club.
as well as many of the estabSigma Nut’s spring officers
lished favorites.
are Jere Wallace, president;
Greco and his troupe have
Jerry Engles, vice president;
been noted for setting the star,
Terry Tevis, recorder, and Jere
dard of the Spanish dance. Man,
Owen. treasurer.
IIPW artists of this dance ha .
ATTENTION DREAMY GLYS
been engaged in Spain for
eleventh tour of the United
The AOPi’s are out looking
Stabs.
for dreamy guys so if you fit
Careful attention is given by
the build make yourself noticeGreen to the selection of good
able. The Dream Guy contest
combinations of dances from all
win begin March 20. Pat Spence,
the Swinish dance idioms and
chairman of the contest, has
framing them in a t t ram ive scenannounced that the winner Will
ery and costuming. Green &IPS
the sorority’s
be presented at
all the choreography and design,
Spring Cotillion to he held at
the scenic background. Colorful
the Town and Country Lodge
eastumes, which are a part of the
in Ben Lomond during March.
orimpany’s tradition. are dupliDELTA SIGS FIND A HOME
cated from authentie Spanish
The brothers of Delta Sigma
folklore and done hy Sparr,h
Phi have found a temporary
tailors
resting place after losing their
Ticket, for till‘ oVaill .11N.
Janeary.
main house to a fire in
sale at Wendall W akin, Rox
at
living
Twenty members are
Office, Sherman Clay building,
89 S. First St. phone orders are
the house located at 332 So.
11th St.
accepted.

I
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Feb. 20, Veil

Delta Phi Delta
Art Fraternity
Installation Held

cping
9ailoPiteo

Delta Phi Delta, national honorary art fraternity wall Is. hold.
mg their annual officer installation in the College Chapel. tai
Thursday, Feb. 21, at 6:30.
New officers for the group ai .
Darrel Ebert, president: Relit:
Clark, vice-president and tie,
urer: Joan Bynum, sws
Outgoing president is Iten Rim,’
while the former %ice presider,’
is Bonny Mit, hid I
ontoian,,

IT’S THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

ort 4tio
Ice that
’(nt,

ani

Annan". In
All
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-Ann-d

ANGELO’S
FAMOUS
STEAK DINNER
VISIT
OUR

Lariat
Room

17/1/1i,,

SOON

FREE

PARKING

ANGELO’S

14

E. San

t/L.R54a5 STEAK HOUSE
3.3rd 72 E. SANTA CLARA

tntonio

CV 3-0508

Beauty tare
At Low. L.

4

Prices

lli’sti

4

nork ilone I’) qualified

.tudeni- under supers i,ion

SI .11.1V1N

BENt’TY cot.LEGE
Cv 5.9S46

ill Went San Fernando M.

Spanish Dancers
Come Next Week
With Jose Greco

Students interested in learning
to drive are invited to attend one
i,f two explanatory meetings to he
held at 3:30 p.m. in IA228 today
rind tomorrow.
giVen
Itrising instruction wIll
t
Ill, a week for nine weeks for
enrolled in the program.
r 1,, lessons are frets
The seeend film m a .ei-tes deal
Marlanrl K. Strasser, assn.
air
r
professor of Industrial arts, ing with the development of
Ted that Mol’e than 1,000 PP?, power will be shown at 2.30 p.m
’’sir,, have learned to drive during Thursday in Tfl’.5.1.
the past 10 year, under this proSponsored by the Arnold Air Society, AFItOTC honorary orgimizaStudents interested but unable lion, the series is open to the cot11 attend one of the twn prelimin- tege community.
at y meetings arts asked to contact
The first film ti-aced the develDr. Strasser in 1A110 before in- opment of airpower trom its hp.
litietron begta, March 11,
and ’110s
ginning’s through the
e sons are given from 7 :fin
This week’s emigrant will feature
III to 4.30 p.m. at hoer, %Olio’) "The Early Days" mut "The I lift
tit student schedules.
waffe."

AFROTC Society
To Show Movies

Allentton
:’+ari

it,

bp),
snare

profes-ionaI arn-t

tvo,’

ni-t ti’. .r blocks al cdnipn-

San Jose Paint &

Wallpaper

Co.

I 12 South Second Sfre,t

Is lrN

111 nig for the artist.

rep lollipop parking no.’
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Local Wrestlers
Meet SF State
1
.

JP1..

I.

t.,11.1-.), State
needed adrenalin to
campaign ;flit In

1).. 1,11115 tangle in the
tly III at .4!’to p.m. The SJS

CHUCK TAYLOR
ALL STAR

Strikeouts
I.(

Black
or

UPI1-Pltcher ’
ityne Duren of the Los Angeles
Angels struck out four men in
one inning during the 1961 season, tying a 95 -year record.

White

ALL STAR OXFORD
Sizes
6
to
14

20aity

I

sports
Saffold, Newell, Tarrantts
Pace Frosh Five in Scoring
FItt:%1INIAN sTATisTi(’s
.\11.r ii
Garners PG PTA FDA TP Avg
the Menlo conbst. three member- Flare,
i4 90 44 25 205 4t
of the San Jose State freshmeJ
t4 5i 30 158 1:
13
53 51 26 132 10.2
basket
squad are averagifJ
,4 47 51 17 121 8.6
os er ten points a game.
14 31 34 20 82 5.9
9 16 9 6 38 4.7
S. T. Sat fold leads the way with
13 ID 73 II 33 2.5
205 points for a 14.6 average. He i
5 5 6 3 11 2.6
7 5 7 3 I3
followed by Pete Newell, 15,
9
I .i,
1
7
points, 11.3 average and Fran!.
9
1.0
9
3
5
1
7
2.3
1
1
3
3
Tart ant Is, 132 points, 10.2 averieJe
5 I 6 4 6 1.2
Jeff Guodere and Craig Ferrol,
2 2 1 0 4 7.0
. 3 i 2 2 4 1.3
round out the top five.
_on
2 I 0 0 2 1.0
The team as a whole, 10-4
14 134 302 164 534 59.7
the first 14 games, scored S:;t; TEA’,
.
_
points for a 59.7

SUMMER FLIGHT
Depart: S.F. to London - June 18
Return: Paris to S.F. - Sept. 3

$39 9 00

Total Cost
Per Person

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary In -Flight Hot Meals
Certificated Scheduled

439 So. First St.
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri.

Professor
Manuel Partheniades

,

Returning from last year’s squad
are Ron Linderunan, shortstop; Bill
Dawson, pitcher; Ken Takahashi.
third base; Jim Vishen
Steve Chell, second base; Gary
Vice, utility; Carl Fisher, first
base-outfield; Dave Doak, catcher:
Lou Romero, second base; Toni
Van Amburg, first base; Phil Ertl,
Three teams. moulder Hall No. catcher and Gerald Guibor, piteli-

Three Cage Teams
Dropped by Loop

Third Annual

PER
SHOE
f- MART

Fel, 20. 15.063

4-11’.1.1: I IN II 511.1

EUROPE ’63

WHITE ALL STAR

ahty go 10 either San Jose or
F this )tur, Sabezek predictis
I
that
word
one
is
Optimism
ed
missing from the voetibulaiy of,
C011eelltillg the chances of SJS
most coaches. But, concerning his being 1710101.1 to the NCAA region1963 San Jose State baseball I als this year, Sobczak said "I know
squad, Coach Ed Sobczak says he liii going out on a limb to say this,
’ but still, I think we have a good
is "decidedly optimistic."
Part of Sobezak’s optimism chance."
Almost, but not quite everything,
stems from the fact that he has 12 j
is rosy for the team. "Last year at
I
returning veterans, its well as sev- this time we had more work aceral top prospects from junior col- lcomplished," Sohczak says. Behind
leges and last year’s freshman ;schedule, the players are responding with vigorous work in prar,
"’am.
t ice.
Another part of the optimism
;
sobezak is pleased with his
might come front the fact that
teams ehances In the Los An Islet )ear’s squad finished first
In the West Coast Athletic conference, with an 11-1 record. The
All new 1963 cars at
only reason the Spartans weren’t
wholesale prices
chosen for the N(’AA western
regionals was that their overall ’ Also used cars at real low discount.
record, 24-17, ’Nail:tined too
call 368-4259
num:k
By D.41k:

h.

II

one:re in it preliminary elJeb
To date the Spartans time
fashioned a 3-5 record In dual meet
competition. After tonight. IMO
Mumby’s grapplers have only engagements with Santa Clara and
California between them and the
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Championships. March- 1-2.
San Franeisccisittate finished a
distant eighth in Decernher’s
N it horn California tournament.
W1,11 by the Spartans.
The bright spots for San Jose
State this season have been unbeaten 147-1s)under Warren Rim
.10 VI ins and one draw in the 157 pound class’ .inci heak ykv.wht Ii. n
Anderson ’4-1-li.
Gary Scardina, at 157 -pounds.
notched five Straight fni,h.

Baseballers Defend Championship
’Decidedly Optimistic,’ Says Sobczak

Carriers Only
Your Group
Organizer

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW!
295-4025

CALL - Daytime:
Nights: CY 2-2293 or AN 9-3006
493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 1 1 th

3 tk,U kige,
trit0 of 4.CCe)
vrc, (trulka ,
t Attt
Otq, Witt
,4&4

;. the Pink Tub Annex and the er’
Newcomers who Sobczak feels ,
tint Dogs, were stropped from inhelp include Dick Buschini.
should
for
leagues
dependent basketball
Jailing to attend scheduled games outfield, CCSF; Robin Tomlin.
catcher, Foothill; At-gust Smith.
Monday night.
The Cal -Hawaiians retained outfield, Foothill; Miles Yamamotheir lead in the A league with a to, outfield, San Jose State; Phil
40-39 victory over the Beachcomb- Pruski, outfield, San Mateo; Phil
ers. In other action, the Church McCowan, pitcher. Arizona; John
Keys topped Moulder Hall No. 2, Jurivich, outfield, San Jose State;
)24)9, the Royals beat Kappa Pi, Richard Green, catcher. El Camino
the Pink Tub whipped Moul- and Larry Krenzin, pitcher. Menlo.
der Hall No. 4, 45-34, and Ileney’s, Jurivich hit .436 for the Spartans
I fornies beat the "I" House, 17-8.1 in 1961.
According to Sohozak, the
schedule is comparable to last
year, and the Want has "real
good competition In store for it."

Cal Mermen
Try To End
SJS Streak

But the team, he says, is also
"comparable to last year, and is
strengthened by the additions."
Players that were on last year’s
squad will have to hustle to gain
la spot on the 1963 nine.
When the San Jose State swim- I Of the three other teams in the
in
leant meets the University league, UOP, St. Mary’s and USE,
L.ilifornia squad today at 330 Sobezak feels that the latter is
in the Spat-tan pool. it will be about the toughest. "USE is really
.1 tempting to keep the Bears from building up, and has some good
, Oiding up on both ends of the I players. They have one excellent
s;J:JJtans long winning streak.
pitcher. Last year we scomd about
California was the last team to; a dozen runs, but they always
;v at San Jose, stumping the Spar- came within about one of tying us.
;.ins back in the early stages of the .rhey are a free-swinging bunch."
l’;60 season. Now, nearly three
The championship will prob. ears later, the Bears have a,
,11871CP to end the 535 winning
Tailwind
streak at 29.
San Jose mermen have topped
OKLAHOMA CITY. Okla. (UPI)
the Bears twice since the 1960 loss,
Lou Kretlow, former major
but California is stronger this league pitcher, made the longest
year, according to Torn O’Neill, hole -in -one on record on March 26.
SJS coach.
1961, when he knocked in a 427
The Bears look strong in the yarder with a 45-mile wind at his
breaststroke, individual me dl y. hack at the 16th hole of the Lake
freestyle and diving, says O’Neill. Hefner gulf club.
bid San Jose is also strong in the ------- --first three of these events.
Some of the swimmers expected
to give San Jose trouble are Spencer Nagin and Phil Knight, free’t\ le and Jerry Rodrigues and
Stes.e Smith, diving.

gels-is Stoic tournament, broil.
ning April 21. ’1 he Irigge,1
%ladle nial be the opening round
opponent. l’S(’. Tlir Trojans At.
ways have a tough squad.
Tla baseball squad
slate one week from tiM
.t
Berkeley, when it tangles kvitti the
University of California. The first
home game is set for March 1,
, against Stanford.

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And while you ore shopping, try

ono of our select blends of fins
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
right for fin discriminating pipe
smoker.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
’TIL
FEB. 22nd
WITH CASH REGISTER RECEIPT

AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"
HELLO
SPARTANS!
BICYCLES

are our business...

years of service to Santa Clara Valley. Se,
us for quality and safety at competitive prices’
Guaranteed products - we service what we ser

63

Rolliast 3 -speed Man’s
English Lightweight Black
In Carton
Bike
Set-up, Adjusted, and
Guaranteed

34" English,3995
3995
44 95
Ladies’
st Si3d-eTallec:
R;hiliffao
V
Ladi
Chrome Fenders, TourInq
Bag

Sot -op A d
Guar anteed

s

Large Selection of Derailer Bikes
From

d

C0195
el
up

SPARTAN SPECIAL
SWISS DURAL lightweight rock

Reg. 3.49

2.69

DESIMONE’S
CYCLE AND TOY SHOP
Established 1896
72 SO. 2ND ST.

CY 3-5808
-

ADVANCED AEROSPACE
PROGRAMS AT DOUGLAS
have created outstanding
career opportunities for

SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS
u)-ukt,
jjWav-8,

B.S. degrees or better

kua

Assignments include the following areas:

kiz,

NJPJAVAL -tike9kt
60iN. IN GIRLZ?
A ,filtt15071e,
-C4 tnk

299 SAVE 309
REGULAR

ON MAJOR GAS

703 ETHYL

BEN REICHMUTH

(we honor all credit ca. ds)

CY 5-8968

YAGER & SILVA
(the complete service station)

No need to, really. By starting
your savings program new, you
can get on a road that leads
somewhere.
Provident Mutual offers a variety
of life insurance plans with protection and savings features.
designed to take care of your
present and future needs. Putting aside just a few dollars a
month now can begin your lifetime financial planning.
Your campus representative Is
well qualified to discuss these
plans with you. Get in touch with
him for more information.
210

H

San Jose

411
CY 7 5707

78 S. 4th Street

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
tSr In’,urance Company
of

Philadelphia

Servo -Mechanisms- relating to
all types of control problems
Electronic Systems -relating to
all types of guidance, detection,
control and communications
Propulsion - relating to fluid mechanics, thermodynamics,
dynamics, internal aerodynamics
Environmental - relating to air
conditioning, pressurization and
oxygen systems
Human Factors - analysis of
environment affecting pilot and
space crews, design of cockpit consoles, instrument panels and pilot
equipment

Heat Transfer - relating to aircraft, missile and space vehicle
structures
Structures - relating to cyclic
loads, temperature effects, and the
investigation of new materials,
methods, products, etc.
Aerodynamics- relating to wind
tunnel, research, stability and
control
Solid State Physics - relating to
metal surfaces and fatigue
Space vehicle and weapon
system studies - of all types,
involving a vast range of scientific
and engineering skills

Get full information at

INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
with a Douglas representative

Wednesday. February 20
We urge you to make an appointment through Dr. Edward W.
Clements, Placement Director. If you cannot, please write to
S. A. Amestoy, Engineering Employment Manager

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California
An equal opportunity employer

trbkiat4-7-1-4ALI

Bates’ Average Climbs
ak Despite Winless Week
11,

are,
day Ld
vial the
’he riot
arch 1,

Despite a disastmus double loss
pepperdine and Loyola last
eeekend. San Jose State’s improvtrig senior forward Denny Bates
widened his leaderhsip in team
orjrig and climbed into the top
WCAC.
ten al the
Bates pitched in 13 markers
against Loyola and 18 against
peaperdine to bump his conference
wring average to 12.9, eighth best
in the league.
On the +lasso n. Bates has
stored 222 points In 19 games
for an 11.7 game average. Only
BIll Robertson, who Is Ineligible

because of scholastic deficiency,
cornea close with a 10.9 mark.
Denny pulled down 19 rebounds
against the Lions and Waves to
overtake the injured Eddie Sims
In that department. Sims missed
the Pepperdine game because of
a severe mouth injury sustained
in the Loyola fray. It is unlikely
he will start against USF Friday
night.
Sharp-shooting guard Al Jancsi
retained his lead in field goal
shooting with a .509 percentage,
while Bates leads in free throw
accuracy with a .729 figure.

op
ACCOUNTANTS, BUS. ADMIN., LIBERAL ARTS
and SOCIAL SCIENCE JUNE GRADS
el
tit fry
of fin.
:o. Jot
9 Dap.

will be interviewed by

THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
For Northern Calif. Trainee Programs
on February 20, 1963, 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Contact The Placement Office
.41I Men and Women Invited to Sign Up
for Interviews
- An Equal Opportunity Employer -

IPT

Mexican Resturant
Dinners
65

MUM

DELUX COMBINATIONS:
SOUP, CHILE RELLENO, ENCHILADA, TOSTADA, RICE

$1.35
35

& BEANS
BAR-B-9 TACOS

OPEN AT 7 FOR COMPLETE BREAKFAST

CI raquito
19"
14"

FOR ORDERS
AND RESERVATIONS

CALL CY 5-9822
30 So. 2nd St.
OPEN 9-9, Fri., Sat., Sun.; 9-3 a.m.

!APART %isl DAD .V-5

Tucker Grabs Varsity Honors
Records Fall in Interclass Meet;
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Nydegger’s only opposition in spike-less shoes and just for is, ’Ben Tucker was a unanimou. the 330 sliped and fell midway else, narrowly missed Jeff Fish pick for the outstanding varsity through the race.
back’s 1 ’S mile record of 6 .17.t by
Jeff Chase, competing unattach- four tenths second.
performer after only one race was
run in Tuesday’s annual Interclass ed, won the pole vault at 15-0.
Weightman Barry Rothman garThe slender catapultist barely ’ nered first places in the shot wit
Track Meet at Spartan Field.
The small crowd on hand had kicked the bar at 15-6 in his dos - , and hammer throw and Pete Petlittle time to settle in Its seat eat attempt at clearing the height. rinii. ti Pistols set a new reeord
Danny Murphy. running in in
11,1-y:r1
when Tucker jetted off with the
first gun bark of the afternoon
and circled the track ahead of a
strong field to win the 1320 yard
run in a record 259.3.
Tucker easily eclipsed the old
Fri. & Sat. PARTY NITES
standard of 3:02.9 set by Charlie
Clark in 1960. The Spartan junior’s
DANCING TO THE
sub-three minute effort was a superb accomplishment at such an
early date in the season. He had
Featuring
to fight off Jose Azevedo, Joe Neff
and the shivering cold to win.
The Wild Bossa Nova
Other records fell -11 in all fi \ \HI
\11 111)1 \ \
before a varsity and novice fielo
which didn’t seem to mind the
chilly weather.
Bob Taylor nosed out Bob
Bonds to win the 70-yard high
hurdles in 8.5, two-tenths second
slower than Bonds old mark set
last year.
Lester Bond broke the broad
jump record on his very first leap.
Bond soared out to 24-5, eclipsing
Mark Burton’s 1960 mark by one
Inch.
SPARTAN POINTMAKER - Smooth -shooting forward Denny
Bounding to the best competitive
Bates now leads SJS with an 11.7 season average. He is eighth
mark of his life was gridiron star
in the WCAC with 12.9 per game.
Walt Roberts, who achieved 49-5
in the hop, step, jump. Roberts
held the former mark of 47-7,2.
Voted the outstanding novice
cinderman was freshman John
Garrison, who clocked a 1:20.6 in
the 660 for a meet record, since
varsity winner Bruce McCullough
was running unattached.
San Jose States track team Studney and Jeff Chase head the
Scoring honors for the me,
locks horns with the swift and list of past Spartans on the Youth went to sprinter Lloyd Murad, wh,,
brawny Santa Clara Valley Youth Village roster.
won both the varsity 75 and 180Village in a conditioning dual meet
Present plans call for Johnson yard events in 7.5 and 17.4, reSaturday at Spartan Stadium.
to enter in only the 100-yard dash, spectively.
No scoring system will be in where in 1961 he tied the then
In the 75, Murad had to really
effect in the dual go starting at world record of 9.3 on three sep- bend at the wire to hest Jimmy
1:30 p.m. The Youth Village is arate occasions.
Omagbemi, the Spartans’ eldet
composed of mostly former Bay
Studney, John Fromm and Dick statesman.
Area collegians, some of whom per- Backs have all uncoiled 250-foot
The 330-yard intermediate hurformed as Spartans.
tosses in the javelin. Chase’s 15-5 dles was instituted into the interSanta Clara will be a formidable tops a quartet of 15-foot vaulters class spectacle for the first time.
on Stretch POIV:S
foe for Bud Winter’s aggregation an the SCVYV squad.
so two new records were logged
despite the fact that three of its
Jack Higgins (9.4, 21.0) gives in the varsity and novice divisions.
NEVER BEFORE SO LOW.
top men - Jack Yerman, Bob the Village considerable prowess
Bob Baughman crow-stepped to
Poynter and Bill Toomey will be In the sprints, while Keith Thom- a 40.5 time in the varsity event
Regular $39.95 Men’s and Women s Dumont Slim-Fits. A
competing in the east.
assen (46.1) and Ron Simmons and novice Dave Nydegger ran
superbly tailored European Strech Pant of finest stretc’,
Dennis Johnson, Ed Burke, Dan (46.4) lead the quarter-mile field. uncontested to his second hurdle
yarn. Sizes, Women 8-16, Men, 28-36.
win of the day in 42.2.
Nydegger completed the 70-yard
novice high hurdle course after
everybody else in the race thouL
there was a false start. The hid
$19.95 Dumas Men’s and Women’s Stretch Pants-Sizi- .
disagreed with the majort
Men’s, 28-36; Women’s, 8-16.
Nydegger had himself a ss
time of 9.2.

The Unicorn

PIZZ k

Yhdiaduab

Art & Engineering
Supplies
Bargain Prices
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

No Points, Just Conditioning
In SJS-Youth Village Meet

SMALL COMBINATIONS:
No. 1 to 4

Wednesday Feb 20 1963

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

FINAL SKI SALE
BIG SAVINGS

50% OFF

NOW $19.95

NOW $15.95

2.69

,
4801

Hungry
for flavor?
Tareyton’s
got it!

cpPittf ceMe4teP

SALE
(Campus Shop Only)

E.cellent quality $24.95 Swiss Stretch Pants - wind and
water repellent. Sizes, Men’s, 28-36, Women’s, 8-16.

NOW $12.95
Junior $14.95 Stretch Pants in sizes 4 to 16 - The7se
fast, so hurry.

NOW $7.99
BOOTS ON SALE
Regular $39.95 Koflach

heey,

NOW $24.95
Regular $29.95 Bas Gastein ski boo.

NOW $19.95
Regular $13.95 Sierra after ski boots.

NOW $9.95

QUILTED PARKAS

Men ...

Sweaters , 1/2
()Pr

Wash Pants . 3.95
Sport Shirts 40%

Quilted nylon Parkas with Roll
Hoods in four popular colors
Long style Parkas with belt
reg. $24.95.
NOW $12.99
Fh"gt.11ar

SI1Ort

Skis - Poles

Mitts
Not able to list AJI
the outstanding

buys, come in and
see for yourself.

style Parkas

reg. $19.95.

NOW $9.99

"Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duos partes divisa est!"
snYs Marcus (Ace) Severus, noted Roman natator. "After a plunge in the aqua, a Tareyton is the sine qua
non for enjoyment," says Ace. "Here’s the flavor amo-de guntibus you never thought you’d get from any filter
cigarette." Keep a pack handy- tecum wherever you go.
J< .
Dual Filter makes the difference

goir7ct.

Women ...
Blouses
Skirts
Sweaters
Bermudas

s.

uP+

Oposiler s
Campus Shop

DUAL FILTER Tareyton

So SOUTH 4+1, STREET
!Open ihur% N.qht)

Town & Country Village

LAL DEEKINE

RYAN’S

OFF

SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
CY4-3655
1717 Park Avenue - at Naglee
OPEN

A M TO S P M

ThluRs

9 P

Interviews Spartaguide Tie and Coat Rush Tonight
Job
ManagementGroup IASB Applications
At 7 by Service Fraternity
To Hold Function At College Union
Wednesday, IPA. 20, 1011

11-01PARTATE DAIL?

TOD.111

Society for the Advancement of
Nianastement (SAM

will have a

rush function at 7 p.m. tonight in
Allen

Hall,

according

to

Ben

Shuey. publicity chairman for the
club.
Purpose of the meeting
acquaint

is

to

interested persons with

the function, activities and objectives of the organization

Bak rnm

TODAY:
site Perronsorl Board
ultfornin
Occupational Therapy Club: potliii
Will lie inters le% mg any
luck Willie!". 118301. 630 p.m.
tii accountingl emStudent Peace Union: Speaker,
Application; are available sit the ployment interviessing. corn,
Dr. Snell Putney or Sociology 1JeCollege Union for four vacant al and vocational
partment, CH23.5, 330 p.m.
ASB committee positions, it was real estate. insurance and personAlpha Phi Omega: rush function.
announced recently by Tom Volz, nel and fiscal management.
coat and tie, H1, 7 p.m.
ASB personnel officer.
Colgate Palmolive Co., will inCollegiate Christian Fellowship:
Openings include Rally Commit- terview chemical engineers, metee chairman, two positions on the chanical engineers, electrical en- Spealcer, Jack Rubinson on "PerBible Study,"
Memorial
Fairness Committee of the College gineers, industrial engineers, ac- sonal
Chapel. 9 p.m.
and Art Planning Commit t ee counting
/ najurs
ad rii i nis t ration
chairman.
for positions its manufacturing, ’TOMORROW:
Applications must be returned engineering and production IlanYoung Republicans: report on
to the union Yriday. Interviews agement and ger:omit log and fi
Yit consention, Elall10, 8 p.m.
will be held MOnday.
Utile I: speaker, Harry Seltzer
Douglas Aircraft Co., will be in- on the -Functions of the Jewish
let,. in ing aeronautical engineers, l’ungress," Sigma Alpha Mu house,
s 11 engineers, electrical engineers. ’295 S. Reed St., 8 p.tn.
Baptist Student Union: meets
physics, tooth. engineering mechanics and engineering sciences in C11167, 7 p.m.
Panhellenic: meets in C1.1167,
and limited welding engineers for
1,, alt ions in research, development, at 4 p in.
Fiving Wes: meets in E132 at
design and testing.
7:30 p.m.
Peterbilt will interview mechanical engineers for positions as junThe quarter system is not such
ior project engineers.
an innovation. SJS used to run
U. S. Treasury Department will on the quarter, rather than the
interview accounting, criminology semester system. La Torre, the
zind liberal arts majors for inves- college yearbook, for 1930 lists
tigative, accounting and revenue students graduating in August,
agent positions.
December, March, and June.

ATTENTION

Flower
Shop

Ugly Men

Flowers
nd
Corsages
for ell
Occasions

See
Paper
Tomorrow

CV 2-0462

...Spattan

a

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

c.r.6d

r.i.oh

6,1.oro1.6
/-pt.

Main

otter. 948-97/3.

Student:
:L 8-3188.

No. 12.

rent free apart -

For Sale: ’55 Olds 88 4-dr. hrdtp. $2
VW - 1959 sunroof. radio, good cc,
disk,. 9925. CV 8.3287 eves.
’56 Volkswagen, good cond., many extras.
$695. CL 9-1096.

- 295-7220, rnaintance
3-9599.

Hastets wanted

_

I Girl to share apt. with 4 others. $35
m. N_
I ’
phone 297-7068.

One girl to share quiet apt. with I
Contract with kit. adv. 4 mo for price of ,...
t
E
:t
No. 7. 297-3899.
3. Call Con, 297-9725.
MWF care for twins Ale 5. Please call
’56 Flynt. Fury, exc. cond. R., I-1.. Hdtp. 262-561 . Near college.
Tech., etc. Keg, 324-0949 or 323-8650.
Wanted - Young married couple to
54 Olds. cony. blue. w/white top, excel- menage unapproved apt. house. Free
lent cond. Reasonable. 253-5760.
(urn, apt.and min time required. Es penence preferred but not nec. Cell
55 Olds, 4 Dr. hydro. R/H 5 good ww ,..Y 4-5744 after 6:00 P.M.
see a’ 5102 Alum Rock or CL 8-7819’.
GIRLS - 2 r. metes - 2 bib, from
Matchless motorcycle, 600 c.c., 2 cylincoll. Unepp. CV 4-4937. AN 9-5769 eve.
ders, $400. 294-6023.
Grad stu wants share your unepp. apt.
English racer, 3 -speed. $25 or best offer.
near sch. 3 stu. reran. 258-9255 after 6.
Con Fisher, CV 4-6019.
Lifeguard (Ltd.) Easter -Labor Day. Male
!soffit, exc. cond. CV 3-5955.
only. City of San Jose. $2.083 Hr. Red
Make A’s this semester. Selling new Cross or YMCA life saving certificate.
science encyclopedia. Make offer. Call plus experience and training in swimming and water safety. Age 21-40. Civil
More (I I0A) CV 4-8741.
Service Dept.: rm. 211, City Hall, 801
How about
’53 rest iron Plymouth? No. First St.
Fair runsing shape. $60. 297-1593.
1955 Pontiac Catalina, RH, AT, WW.
10-speosi Cinelli Detwiler 26- -Iran
5350 or trade for moforccle. CV 33431.
C.ernpegnolo equip. excel. cond. it
se,1 5130 or best offer. AN 9-4530.
Expert typing - term papers, menu
s
editing. 293-3085.
Large conga drum for $17.00. G. t
-011 -Speed" 293-2740.
-d .One male to share unapproved studio
1960 Topper Her. Dar. $30. CV 3-9806 or 296-2955..
4.
I5C2 - es - 795 So. 1st - C ’
SERVICES
’55 Olds 4.0r. Hdtp. $275. CV 7-1S.r

Typing all kinds, per page. Speilieg cor

/OR RINT
Auto insurance ’or students. Phone 248.
Room and board for Christian y0u1.2
uy Ins. 385 So. Monroe
men. New housing on Bible Coll.,
rernpus. Close 10 State College. Si::
per semester. Call 293-5584 weekdays
Experiment with sleeplearninq! Fascin
educatione.. Use your recorder,
Close to college, clean 4-rrn. apt
r
Jraphs. Details - huge cetalog
La". s.deble for 3 or 4 girls. Ing, ’nor
Associerion. Box 24. CP.
445 So. 8th St.
Washington.
’ .-t,
3-Rm. Mod. Fern. Apt. Couple or , £44, TYPINGprofessional preparation
5. !Iris St. Contact mgr in Apt 3.
-heses, manuscripts let. .,
,t9-9570.
IBM exec. typeWoman’, appr. opt.,
I
297.3395. 470 S
r

Big Auto
Insurance Savings
vevir,v,, na rnrriedAnnounced
nen

:0,-.1.1

1ti
iseta
San Jose Slate’s
0 5. r dinne.
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, na- beach IPC I..
in Lie:
convention
a
and
dance,
tional service fraternity, sponsors
For SJS
a get -acquainted coat -and -tie rush I Angeles. reports Miller.

A Phi 0 members are currently
According to Jerrold Miller, serving an Model United Nations
Alpha Phi committee ehairotets.
publicity chairman,
Omega is a recognized national
service fraternity dedicated to the
principles of leadership, friendship, and service. A Phi 0 not
only serves SJS but the San Jo:,
community as well.
function tonight at 7 in

nr.,
11 PI lest Ill divnttent
.1 $ee (6ct
en current 16
nr
sent disiamat Sinai.
tn.
25. 5252 less $40 ntiridnd.
of $212
510/20.000 Bodily Injury
Property Damage and Libility: is g
5500
Payments. 0th., coverages Mdical
parbl savings Pyrnnts I corn.
made onc. Ankh or four Can b
times
year. Call or write lor
15.11 infer,
mation to Georp Campbell,
California Casualty, 1145
the
Alameda,
J. 144-5600

USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK
IN TOWN

During the past semester A flti
0 helped with the Freshman and
Homecoming Queen elections. built
the Homecoming bonfire, sponsored the Turkey Trot, and fn . sided other services, said Miller.
More recent activities have included work during registration
and the conducting of a book es change where, according to Millet
books are sold at prices lossii
than in the bookstore.

GET YOURS NOW AT

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Non -service functions last semester included the founding of
a women’s auxiliary and a dinni.i.
dance.

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

FALCON IS"NEW KING OF THE MOUNTAINS"
IN TOUGHEST 2,500MILE MONTE CARLO RIME
Special edition Falcon V-8 "Sprint"
defeats the world’s best in final
490-mile test section on icy
Alpine cliff roads ... then
outperforms every sedan on
famous Monaco circuit!
falcon picked the world’s roughest ,A inter ordeal
to reveal an astonishing new brand of total performance. Four days and three nights through an
inferno of ice, snow, freezing fog, endless curves
-2,500 miles against an implacable time schedule,
designed to try a car’s reliability, road -holding
and performance to the ultimate. Experts said a
first-time car couldn’t hope to finish -and two
thirds of the 296 competitors did drop out. But
Falcon not only placed first and second in its
class, it defeated every car, regardless of class, on
the brutal Chambery-Monte Carlo final leg, set
best time among all finishers in all of the six
special tist sections -and showed its heels to
every sedan In the dramatic three-lap elimination
on Monaco’s famous round -the -houses course.
You couldn’t get better prout of totif performance
anywhere!
*You can read the dramatic report of the world’s
most rugged winter Rallye in Sports Illustrated’s
February 4 issue. And you can get the full story of
this and Ford’s other total performance accomplishments from your Ford Dealer,

’esearch

Furnished rooms. Male stud,
3 docks from campus. $23
S. 11th S.J.

r

PERSONAL

r

^

Superfluous hair removed for life. A. L.
’
0. 210 So. 1st, 294.4499.

Girl wanted to shore apt. $33.SC cer Cal’ 354-8847.

Wanted’ ..Av stolen heed standard skiis
’-,r’-raved
engraved on 5535. Re
, v
793-8448.
mature male student to share 6 rm,
(’a’ w/2 same. Approx. $40/mo. 24 S
15tudenti Graduate - Al corral vi chi.
7-41 St
A.spettate la sue chiameta
ame,
Furn. rooms, male students, kit. priv. Ni
smoking ’Cr drinkng - $10.00 & $15.00.
Cr’ 3-3088.
I buy stomp collections, Charles F
Barnes 311 S. First.
Private horn.,
quiet. comfortable
- men 61 N ’- 255.7365,
TRAV1L
Studio for 2
1- 30 and util. Elect,
Riders or ride from Sunnyvale H.S. area.
k -t. shower S
s
C-.. 9th St,
Gall CH 5.0400.
Das to disau.si4,.tion,
fro.,
Ride wanted 1"-rr Burlingame area to
s
spaces avt st
297-0991.
y
NOW yo.r,
s
$2200.7
- .
Palo Alto - Ride/riders. Ph 326-7409.
Hayward-ride/riders. Phone 538-3407.
Wend, ",..- 1- :r
----Vacancy for I girl Went ride to and from Hayward wk campus. V
406 S. 7th. 294-3487.

FALCONS TOOK CURVES LIKE THESE -hundreds upon hundreds of them -and proved that roadholding is not a European monopoly. In fact, Sports Illustrated magazine called them "the new
kings of the mountains" and quoted a London newspaper as declaring, "The Falcons are part of
a power and performances Wan III,: will shake up motoring in every country of the world."

I

App. Apt. Contract for men Per:lured
r-r
(Carter. CV 42537,

DEEP SNOW on the Col de furini special section dui,. I
even slow the "Sprint." And sure-footed Falcon
amazed the Rallye experts by its traction on glare it,-

Riders ’-Cm ene of Wditit and tl-dreot
yea,

"LACETS" f rcinrh or ziglass.
It means "bootlaces", hut to R
.
it means an ultimate test of ’der . ,
stability, brakes and, above all. du rah , 1 ,

Mod. Fur. Apt. 2 or 3 men only. $35 00 Wanted: Riders Conte, e
- tsn
mc. per man. 292.3846 741 So. 6th.
classes M.vs l
0.30-3:30 pin
ksc
7.1338.
WANTED
Wanted
Palo Alto 7:30 T TN
s
DA 5-8800.
Hostler’ Wonted: 2 breakfast, I dinner.
Cell CV 7-9963 after six.
I Mal* 011. to there (urn, apt. $47
monthly - apply 42 S. 8th No. 6.
Girls, Girls, pleasant part time work 4,
rur telephone order desk. No office
penance necessary, salary discussed at
tr terview. HLR 318 S. l0th St. - up -1
stars rear. Tues. or Thurs. at 4 pm
:hero.
Young girl wants to share her apart:me-.
ds same $30 Cell CV 2.4025. est 20’
vt CY 8 2331 after 5.

CLASSIFIED
25e a line
20; a lin*
2

RATES:
first insertion
succeeding insertions
line minimum

TO PLACE AN AD:
CIl at Student Affairs OfficRoom 16 Tower Hell, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check Or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

luSt

in

Si I "IOURING" CATEGORY CARS in the three -lap
...as the Falcon piloted by Swedish ice exiled Bo
I l’
surpassed by only three cars, all of them twothe (rand Touring category.

Americas liveliest,
’,1(,121.IINC

AI

penetrate fog.

ONG IN THE FRENCH DUSK, a Falcon
trl night behind the special lights that
tt around curves, spot patches of ice,

FOR 60 YFAR1 THE SYMBOI OF
OLFINDABIE_PRODUCIS

most carefree cars!

(arree)
MOTOR COMPANY
1-

11

IF IT’S FORD-BUILT, IT’S BUILT FOR PERFORMANCI

FAIPLANE

1016I,

Ir.

,501,et1 RD

TOTAI PERFORMANCE!

